This questionnaire can help instructors improve the quality and effectiveness of their teaching. The college administration will also use it in faculty evaluation. Please answer thoughtfully the questions printed below. After, and only after, you have answered the questions on this page, respond briefly to the specific questions on the back of this form. This form will not be returned to the instructor until after grades have been turned in.

1. What elements of the course and instruction did you find most helpful to the accomplishment of the course's goals?

   The power point presentations and class discussions helped alot in preparing for tests. The quiz's especially were a good marker for how much I was prepared for a test. Also, the monday projects were very beneficial when learning complex concepts.

2. What elements of the course and instruction did you find least helpful? What changes, if any, do you suggest?

   The tests were a little too long taking a four hour test was rigorous, especially in one sitting. Students would get "burned out." Current issue examples were also very beneficial, such as the "why necks are larger in New Haven," more of these type of examples would be useful.
Below is a list of questions, not all of which may be applicable to this course. Please answer those which are applicable with a single concise sentence.

1. Describe your own motivation and performance in this course.
   Dr. Foley was extremely motivated and performed exceptionally well.

2. Evaluate the instructor's organization of this course.
   He was very organized and always prepared.

3. Evaluate the quality of the lectures.
   Lectures were interesting and informative and kept students awake during his 8:30.

4. How effective and fair were the reviews and tests given throughout the term?
   The reviews were very effective and fair, you had to know the information inside and out.

5. How effective and fair were this course's writing assignments?

6. Was written work evaluated fairly and returned within a reasonable time?
   Yes

7. Describe the effectiveness of team teaching in this course.
   Our group projects were very effective.

8. To what extent were you encouraged to think for yourself in this course?
   Moderately well, using our own examples was very beneficial.

9. Evaluate the instructor's preparation for the class and/or laboratory.
   He was very prepared.

10. To what extent did the field trip(s) contribute to your learning?

11. Evaluate the quality of the laboratory/studio/workshop sessions in this course.

12. Comment on the quality of the texts, equipment, or facilities for this course.
    The Text was very well written and useful.

13. If it was needed, to what degree was help outside of class available and productive?
    Help outside class, from both AT's, tutors and Dr. Foley was beneficial and easily accessible.

14. Evaluate the effectiveness of class discussion in this course.
    Discussion were very effective, especially on current issues.

15. Evaluate the course as a whole.
    The course was intense, meaning we learned a lot of information in a small amount of time however it was very informative.

16. Evaluate the instructor overall.
    Dr. Foley is a hardworking professor who cares a lot for his students. He always listened to student suggestions about the class and was available for extra help.
This questionnaire can help instructors improve the quality and effectiveness of their teaching. The college administration will also use it in faculty evaluation. Please answer thoughtfully the questions printed below. After, and only after, you have answered the questions on this page, respond briefly to the specific questions on the back of this form. This form will not be returned to the instructor until after grades have been turned in.

1. What elements of the course and instruction did you find most helpful to the accomplishment of the course's goals?

- Power Point lectures
- Course Website
- Textbook

- Small class size
- Easily approachable professor
- Monday classes

Foley was great - he made the class fun. It's tough for me to enjoy an 8:30, especially a TR 8:30, but I liked coming to class.

2. What elements of the course and instruction did you find least helpful? What changes, if any, do you suggest?

TA sessions (I never went)
Below is a list of questions, not all of which may be applicable to this course. Please answer those which are applicable with a single concise sentence.

1. Describe your own motivation and performance in this course.
   Motivation was high, performance was not as high as I would have hoped/expected.

2. Evaluate the instructor's organization of this course.
   Very good. Every day we went through just what we were supposed to. The Power Point lectures kept the class flow going.

3. Evaluate the quality of the lectures.
   Very good. It wasn't just click and read... slides added to lecture, not the other way around.

4. How effective and fair were the reviews and tests given throughout the term?
   They were tough, but overall fair. They covered all the big points we covered.

5. How effective and fair were this course's writing assignments?
   N/A

6. Was written work evaluated fairly and returned within a reasonable time?
   Very quickly, always fair.

7. Describe the effectiveness of team teaching in this course.
   I never used it...

8. To what extent were you encouraged to think for yourself in this course?
   We were whenever we had presentations to make for the smaller class day.

9. Evaluate the instructor's preparation for the class and/or laboratory.
   He was always very prepared.

10. To what extent did the field trip(s) contribute to your learning?
    N/A

11. Evaluate the quality of the laboratory/studio/workshop sessions in this course.
    The extra day was helpful in really clarifying some tough topics.

12. Comment on the quality of the texts, equipment, or facilities for this course.
    The textbook was easy to understand if very helpful. The class website was very helpful and made the class that much more complete.

13. If it was needed, to what degree was help outside of class available and productive?
    He was always there if we needed him, and if he didn't use him the TA was available.

14. Evaluate the effectiveness of class discussion in this course.
    It kept class lively. It was nice to have a small class where we could feel comfortable volunteering information.

15. Evaluate the course as a whole.
    Very interesting and fun. The best thing about the course was the personal flavor it had with only 7 people in it.

16. Evaluate the instructor overall.
    He did a great job. He really knows his stuff and he taught in a very easy-going way that made an otherwise confusing course fun to figure out. Two thumbs up,
This questionnaire can help instructors improve the quality and effectiveness of their teaching. The college administration will also use it in faculty evaluation. Please answer thoughtfully the questions printed below. After, and only after, you have answered the questions on this page, respond briefly to the specific questions on the back of this form. This form will not be returned to the instructor until after grades have been turned in.

1. What elements of the course and instruction did you find most helpful to the accomplishment of the course's goals?
   
   We have covered an incredible amount of material, but the organization of the class made it possible to keep on top of the information covered. Dr. Foley gives great real-life examples for everything we discuss, which keeps the material real and pertinent for the real world. Because of this approach, I really felt like I was learning something of great applicability.

2. What elements of the course and instruction did you find least helpful? What changes, if any, do you suggest?
   
   By having so many problem sets and quizzes, we really had to learn the material as we went. This was great, but on the other hand, the work at times bordered excessive, even for the fast pace of the course. If the number of problem sets (or at least the number of problems per problem set) were slightly reduced, the fast pace of the course would not seem quite as overwhelming.
Below is a list of questions, not all of which may be applicable to this course. Please answer those which are applicable with a single concise sentence.

1. Describe your own motivation and performance in this course.
   *I had to work incredibly hard for this course. It was very difficult to pass without working so hard because of the number of assignments.*

2. Evaluate the instructor’s organization of this course.
   *Dr. Foley was very organized - the use of PowerPoint presentations for each lecture was the height of organization.*

3. Evaluate the quality of the lectures.
   *The lectures were really good - engaging and no one checked their watches! or fell asleep (amazing for an 8:00 class).*

4. How effective and fair were the reviews and tests given throughout the term?
   *The reviews were challenging but effective and fair.*

5. How effective and fair were this course’s writing assignments?
   *Fine (only one) - rest were presentations & those were effective.*

6. Was written work evaluated fairly and returned within a reasonable time?
   *Yes - no complaints.*

7. Describe the effectiveness of team teaching in this course.
   *None.*

8. To what extent were you encouraged to think for yourself in this course? And to what extent did class discussions, problem sets, and oral presentations furthered this?
   *He was prepared.*

9. Evaluate the instructor’s preparation for the class and/or laboratory.
   *Excellent textbook.*

10. To what extent did the field trip(s) contribute to your learning?

11. Evaluate the quality of the laboratory/studio/workshop sessions in this course.
    *The TA sessions were helpful.*

12. Comment on the quality of the texts, equipment, or facilities for this course.
    *Excellent textbook.*

13. If it was needed, to what degree was help outside of class available and productive?
    *Help was available & useful.*

14. Evaluate the effectiveness of class discussion in this course.
    *Good.*

15. Evaluate the course as a whole.
    *A challenging, rigorous, but good class.*

16. Evaluate the instructor overall.
    *An enthusiastic, engaging teacher who made the material understandable & significant.*
This questionnaire can help instructors improve the quality and effectiveness of their teaching. The college administration will also use it in faculty evaluation. Please answer thoughtfully the questions printed below. After, and only after, you have answered the questions on this page, respond briefly to the specific questions on the back of this form. This form will not be returned to the instructor until after grades have been turned in.

1. What elements of the course and instruction did you find most helpful to the accomplishment of the course's goals?

   - the weekly quizzes & problem sets forced us to keep up with the course & learn the material as we went along, which is good 'cuz I learn more when I learn in stages (as opposed to cramming).
   - I liked applying what we've learned to real world-analyzing economics of the news, "buying" portfolios of assets - makes it all more real.
   - Dr. Foley's enthusiasm very helpful motivation!
   - small class good for interaction, participation

2. What elements of the course and instruction did you find least helpful? What changes, if any, do you suggest?

   - I feel like we sped through macro-economics really fast so I don't have as good of a grasp on it.
   - Tests (although all unlimited time, no sitting take-homes) were really really long - four hours or more - aargh!
Below is a list of questions, not all of which may be applicable to this course. Please answer those which are applicable with a single concise sentence.

1. Describe your own motivation and performance in this course.
   both good

2. Evaluate the instructor's organization of this course.
   very organized - power point presentations online ahead of time - Orleans

3. Evaluate the quality of the lectures.
   good

4. How effective and fair were the reviews and tests given throughout the term?
   fair - but very long

5. How effective and fair were this course's writing assignments?
   (haven't done the first writing assignment yet)

6. Was written work evaluated fairly and returned within a reasonable time?
   yes

7. Describe the effectiveness of team teaching in this course.

8. To what extent were you encouraged to think for yourself in this course?
   a lot

9. Evaluate the instructor's preparation for the class and/or laboratory.
   very prepared

10. To what extent did the field trip(s) contribute to your learning?

11. Evaluate the quality of the laboratory/studio/workshop sessions in this course.

12. Comment on the quality of the texts, equipment, or facilities for this course.
    really good text, like the power point

13. If it was needed, to what degree was help outside of class available and productive?
    very available, very helpful

14. Evaluate the effectiveness of class discussion in this course.
    not too much discussion, but what we had was good

15. Evaluate the course as a whole.
    really enjoyed the course, learned a lot about the economy

16. Evaluate the instructor overall.
    very good - very enthusiastic about material, very fair in expectations, very nice, excellent at explaining things clearly
This questionnaire can help instructors improve the quality and effectiveness of their teaching. The college administration will also use it in faculty evaluation. Please answer thoughtfully the questions printed below. After, and only after, you have answered the questions on this page, respond briefly to the specific questions on the back of this form. This form will not be returned to the instructor until after grades have been turned in.

1. What elements of the course and instruction did you find most helpful to the accomplishment of the course's goals?

   I think the PowerPoint presentations, the tests/quizzes, and the problem sets were all very helpful in accomplishing the course's goals.

2. What elements of the course and instruction did you find least helpful? What changes, if any, do you suggest?

   I have no suggestions for change. I thought the class was run very well.
Below is a list of questions, not all of which may be applicable to this course. Please answer those which are applicable with a single concise sentence.

1. Describe your own motivation and performance in this course.
   
   I was highly motivated and performed very well.

2. Evaluate the instructor's organization of this course.
   
   He was very organized.

3. Evaluate the quality of the lectures.
   
   The quality of the lectures was very good.

4. How effective and fair were the reviews and tests given throughout the term?
   
   They were very effective and fair.

5. How effective and fair were this course's writing assignments?

6. Was written work evaluated fairly and returned within a reasonable time?

7. Describe the effectiveness of team teaching in this course.

8. To what extent were you encouraged to think for yourself in this course?
   
   All the time.

9. Evaluate the instructor's preparation for the class and/or laboratory.
   
   He was very well prepared.

10. To what extent did the field trip(s) contribute to your learning?

11. Evaluate the quality of the laboratory/studio/workshop sessions in this course.

12. Comment on the quality of the texts, equipment, or facilities for this course.
   
   I thought the text was good.

13. If it was needed, to what degree was help outside of class available and productive?
   
   It was always available when needed and was always helpful.

14. Evaluate the effectiveness of class discussion in this course.
   
   Class discussion was effective.

15. Evaluate the course as a whole.
   
   I thought the class was great.

16. Evaluate the instructor overall.
   
   I thought the instructor was great.
This questionnaire can help instructors improve the quality and effectiveness of their teaching. The college administration will also use it in faculty evaluation. Please answer thoughtfully the questions printed below. After, and only after, you have answered the questions on this page, respond briefly to the specific questions on the back of this form. This form will not be returned to the instructor until after grades have been turned in.

1. What elements of the course and instruction did you find most helpful to the accomplishment of the course's goals?

- His PowerPoint presentations were very easy to follow
- His energy was very helpful; in that, the class was
  "stimulating"
- Take-home quizzes/kets

2. What elements of the course and instruction did you find least helpful? What changes, if any, do you suggest?

- Sometimes he went a little fast in
  the in-class lectures
Below is a list of questions, not all of which may be applicable to this course. Please answer those which are applicable with a single concise sentence.

1. Describe your own motivation and performance in this course.
   
   Very motivated... pretty good performance

2. Evaluate the instructor's organization of this course.
   
   Very organized

3. Evaluate the quality of the lectures.
   
   Very thorough & well-planned

4. How effective and fair were the reviews and tests given throughout the term?
   
   Maybe a little too "head", but say... 85% effective.

5. How effective and fair were this course's writing assignments?
   
   Fine

6. Was written work evaluated fairly and returned within a reasonable time?
   
   You, very reasonable

7. Describe the effectiveness of team teaching in this course.
   
   TA sessions were helpful

8. To what extent were you encouraged to think for yourself in this course?
   
   A fair extent, not great

9. Evaluate the instructor's preparation for the class and/or laboratory.
   
   Very prepared

10. To what extent did the field trip(s) contribute to your learning?
    
    They made the class "iveo" very engaging

11. Evaluate the quality of the laboratory/studio/workshop sessions in this course.
    
    

12. Comment on the quality of the texts, equipment, or facilities for this course.
    
    Text was good

13. If it was needed, to what degree was help outside of class available and productive?
    
    Really available & very helpful

14. Evaluate the effectiveness of class discussion in this course.
    
    Fairly effective... see 1-2, see 8

15. Evaluate the course as a whole.
    
    Great course

16. Evaluate the instructor overall.
    
    Great instructor!
This questionnaire can help instructors improve the quality and effectiveness of their teaching. The college administration will also use it in faculty evaluation. Please answer thoughtfully the questions printed below. After, and only after, you have answered the questions on this page, respond briefly to the specific questions on the back of this form. This form will not be returned to the instructor until after grades have been turned in.

1. What elements of the course and instruction did you find most helpful to the accomplishment of the course's goals?

   The professor was always available & willing to help.
   Everything was online which made all the material easily accessible.
   Sporadic trips to Ben & Jerry's were always welcomed.
   I really liked Professor Foley, he made me want to understand economics.
   Real life experience - stock market game - added increased my personal concern of material.

2. What elements of the course and instruction did you find least helpful? What changes, if any, do you suggest?

   The quizzes & reviews were very long.
Below is a list of questions, not all of which may be applicable to this course. Please answer those which are applicable with a single concise sentence.

1. Describe your own motivation and performance in this course.
   I wanted to have an understanding of the economy.

2. Evaluate the instructor's organization of this course.
   Very organized, power point presentations kept everything accessible.

3. Evaluate the quality of the lectures.
   Very well done. Real life applications a plus.

4. How effective and fair were the reviews and tests given throughout the term?
   Good reviews of materials - very fair.

5. How effective and fair were this course's writing assignments?
   Haven't done one yet.

6. Was written work evaluated fairly and returned within a reasonable time?
   Yes - always.

7. Describe the effectiveness of team teaching in this course.

8. To what extent were you encouraged to think for yourself in this course?
   All the time.

9. Evaluate the instructor's preparation for the class and/or laboratory.
   Always well prepared.

10. To what extent did the field trip(s) contribute to your learning?

11. Evaluate the quality of the laboratory/studio/workshop sessions in this course.
    Monday classes kept us caught up.

12. Comment on the quality of the texts, equipment, or facilities for this course.
    Well written text.

13. If it was needed, to what degree was help outside of class available and productive?
    Always available & helpful.

14. Evaluate the effectiveness of class discussion in this course.
    Good supplement to lecture.

15. Evaluate the course as a whole.
    Tough but I learned a lot & enjoyed it.

16. Evaluate the instructor overall.
    He is amazing. Great experience.